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Attention to Office in Charge
Hi My name is
i have email Documents related bullying in a work force during 2011 in a work force.
I was employed for a Government counsel when i become a subject of a bullying from a supervisor as you can see in
the Documents that i sand you 25/06/2012 . Forwarded to your office by
Clerk assistant department of
House representative,
As i constantly was treat my employment by the supervisor and constantly place me in a danger type of job to do
regardless was a guide lines to prevent any accident by follow the guide lines of OHS was day lee broken by my
supervisor in question, expose me to get hurt
In 2011 on 31/10/2011 i was assaulted by the leading hand the name of
i believe the supervisor and
the leading hand wonted to scare me for the lust time in hope that i will give up my job and look for anther job, but
in the assault i was hurt physical and mentally by this man.
After my assault i was deny worker compensation and having no money to pay for my treatment, or rent or food.
Because i loge an application for workers compensation, to have the right of compensation and treatment , for my
Post traumatic Disorder,
Actual its started a betel against 4 Government agency as they couldn't help me,or didn't wonted to help me in none
of my concern that rise from the assault, and was related to bulling from work force.
I ask the Government counsel to have the right for compensation and treatment for my self and to be return to my
home , witch i was evicted unfair from another Government agency ,
, and i'm homeless me and
my Son , a single father Homless because i wont to spike freely about bulling to hole australian.
The western Australian Government Ministers refused me to have an Appointment with the Ministers in Charge of the
Government agency that i dealing.
As refusal to help me the Ministers in Question i was advice by the Ministers to go and persuade true the courts to
fight for my rights.
At the moment i'm in the Supreme court for unfair eviction from Government house and denial of natural Justice by
two judges from Armadale Magistrate court, the police Minister refuse to help me to propel investigate the incident,
And way the Police Officer didn't give me assistants to me and conspire with the
Counsel.
The Minister advice me to go true the courts, and i loge an application following there advice.
Civil court in a civil magistrate courts for the perpetrator to pay my medical bils.
In the work cover at the Arbitration i was accused by the respondent insure that i assaulted the Leading hand witch is
not true , this man is very large man there is no way of grabbing him because of his volume and strings he is about
160 kg
The counsel doesn't wont to let me to speak up about the bulling and my first doctor told me that i must speak up ,
as this will be the best treatment for my PTSD and i will start to healing inside
The counsel has worn me not to speak up because i wont be entitle for my compensation. they set that they have a
policy not to defame the counsel.
As i would like to concluded this email ,
i would like from the committee to see and analyse the facts,as in this situation the persons in subject of bulling as i
am , have no rights and no place to live if he or she wont to speak up and to hold the truth about what is bulling and
what can bulling cause to a family or individual.
It take you right to the point of losing your one life by suicide, or become severer disable, untreatable sickness as the
persons who is fitting have no help or hope, from anyone and become like me , trusting no one , just GOD.
If you are the Voice of People witch representing the Bulling in the work force and in Education department,
Help me out as the road is ending in Western Australia,
Please help me by open a dor for i can speak about what happen to me and my family and my healing process to
start.
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As from 2011 i have no rest or treatment.
Dear Sir i have send a bungle of documents to your office and i sanded register to make sure you receive.
In those document you will see what i'm beetling with and my doctor . Doctor
who is my Psychologist, he is
shock as no one wants to listen and help me for my healing to start , The doctor support me with a referral letters to
Ministers in charge for my problem, but instead to receive any help, i'm kicked and refuse and actual treated not to
come back to there office,
Is been 1 years since i was assaulted and yet the treatment of healing didn't started, yet, not my salary to be restore
or the right to go back to work, or the right to speak out as i was advice by several doctor , to go back to work and
face the evil, and make peace with the man who assaulted me, and start the healing process
but even that was deny.
I believe that some how you will be able to help me to restore my life and to get back what i lose in this battle , My
boys: a family.
My Family
Thank you Sir and God Bless you
Regards
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